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Intent



People



Be intentional



Design intentionally



Feel simple



Natural



Designer clichés



Comfort and confidence





Elements
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iTranslate 
Converse





Conversation











Hello





Ciao













•1. Radical simplification



Context







Removing



Vanido







•Demo















•1. Radical simplification



Being radical is risky



What people really want



Dig past superficial needs



Reveal essential needs



•1. Radical simplification 
•2. Deep understanding



Streaks 
Workout









Inertia



Inertia /i-ˈnər-shə/ 
noun 

1. Disinclination to move 

2. Indisposition to exertion or  
change



















Remove work



Choose movements 
Choose sequence and reps 
Choose duration 
Do workout

1. 
2. 
3. 
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Take the work out



Take the work out of workouts







Choice = Power



“Hey! I want to choose!”



“Hey! I want to choose!”

•Lots of people, probably



What inspired this?



“We'd read that there was some form 
of prison workout …”

•Isaac Forman, Designer of Streaks Workout





Pushups Crunches Burpees Planks



Pushups Crunches Burpees Planks
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“The concept using suits limited it to four 
exercises, and then the suits themselves 
became arbitrary anyway.”

•Isaac Forman, Designer of Streaks Workout



Pushups Crunches Burpees Planks



Value



Make a habit of working out



Randomness and surprise



•1. Radical simplification 
•2. Deep understanding





Authentic 



Artificial



Distant



Get close



The Inmates Are Running The Asylum

•Alan Cooper





Knowing what people really want
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Pilots and flight attendants

100,000







Potential customers

0.1%



Extreme



Ex·treme ikˈstrēm/  
adjective 

1. not usual; exceptional 

2. furthest from the center or 
a given point; outermost









•1. Radical simplification 
•2. Deep understanding 
•3. Extreme focus



Extreme



Carrot 
Weather



















Specific and personal



Unique





Personality



•1. Radical simplification 
•2. Deep understanding 
•3. Extreme focus 
•4. Personal connection



Memorable



“I offend a lot of people.”

•Brian Mueller, designer and developer of Carrot Weather











Personal connection



•1. Radical simplification 
•2. Deep understanding 
•3. Extreme focus 
•4. Personal connection



Unintentional design 



Where does bad UI come from?



Our experience



Familiar patterns















Automatic, unconscious, and fast



Notice the obvious



Challenge the obvious











Shortcut



Finder



Container



Reliability













Be direct





Metaphors













Unintentional design



“We need to create a place in our app that is generic 
enough to contain basically anything, and therefore 
confuses people.”



“We need to create a place in our app that is generic 
enough to contain basically anything, and therefore 
confuses people.”

•No one, ever



•1. Radical simplification 
•2. Deep understanding 
•3. Extreme focus 
•4. Personal connection 
•5. Direct communication



Draw on what people know



Tinycards





















Immerse



Extend



Gorogoa











Intent



Rosarium













•1. Radical simplification 
•2. Deep understanding 
•3. Extreme focus 
•4. Personal connection 
•5. Direct communication



Be intentional



Slow down



Design consciously



People



Connect



Create something great



More Information
https://developer.apple.com/wwdc18/802






